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The following outline was used as a guideline for discussion in the lecture recital:

I. History of Improvisation

II. Baroque Keyboard Improvisation
   A. Melodic
      1 ornaments
      2 figuration
   B. Harmonic
      1 figured bass
      2 crushes
   C. Rhythmic
      1 double dot
      2 syncopation

SARABANDE from SUITE in E minor ................ G.F. HANDEL

III. History of Jazz

IV. Jazz Keyboard Improvisation
   A. Melodic
      1 embellish the melody
      2 invent new melody
   B. Harmonic
      1 chord changes
      2 added color tones
   C. Rhythmic
      1 change of style

BLUE BOSSA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KENNY DURHAM

This program was an informative lecture on improvisation. The bulk of the discussion centered around obtaining improvisational techniques as an amateur performer. With the comparison and contrast of jazz improvisation to baroque improvisation, the listener can see the importance this art form has played on both styles of music. Many similarities show that the basic idea of improvisation has changed very little, while the differences help to emphasize modern harmonic, melodic and rhythmic applications.
Extensive research was required in the historical background of both styles, baroque ornamentation, figured bass, jazz melodic embellishment, and jazz chord changes. The illustrations used were from the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians and the original examples were written according to the rules stated in Grove's.